In this paper we show that a variety of interacting particle systems with multiple species can be viewed as random walks on Hecke algebras. This class of systems includes the asymmetric simple exclusion process (ASEP), M-exclusion TASEP, ASEP(q,j), stochastic vertex models, and many others. As an application, we study the asymptotic behavior of second class particles in some of these systems. 1 A. Povolotsky, and O. Zaboronski for useful discussions. The work was partially supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) under Germany's Excellence Strategy -EXC 2047 "Hausdorff Center for Mathematics". 2. Random walks on Hecke algebras 2.1. Hecke algebras. We briefly recall some facts about Hecke (or Iwahori-Hecke) algebras for Coxeter groups. See e.g. [Hum] for basic definitions and proofs. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter group with a matrix {m(s i , s j )} s i ,s j ∈S . This means that W is a group generated by a set S ⊂ W ; the generators s i ∈ S satisfy relations (s
Introduction
The connection of asymmetric simple exclusion processes (ASEP) and Hecke algebras goes back to [ADHR] who noticed that the generators of ASEP satisfy Hecke algebra relations. Since then the connection was studied, extended and used in various contexts, see e.g. [M1] , [L1] , [CdGW] . In this paper, we treat this connection from a slightly different point of view by considering random walks on Hecke algebras (Section 2). We believe that there are two significant advantages of this new point of view.
First, the concept of random walks on Hecke algebras for arbitrary Coxeter groups naturally generates not only ASEP, but a variety of other interacting particle systems (Section 3). This might lead to a certain unification of methods for studying these systems with various interaction rules and boundary geometries. The structure of a random walk on a Hecke algebra might be viewed as the source of the integrability of the models. One immediate application is that all these models inherit an explicit reversible stationary measure (see Section 2.3).
Second, from this point of view the Hecke algebra itself, or, equivalently, its faithful representation, plays a central role, while in literature one often starts by studying the relevant smaller representations of the algebra directly. The advantage of our approach is that one can use the structure of the Hecke algebra which is not visible for smaller representations. In fact, this project started from the attempt to understand the algebraic origin of a certain symmetry of interacting particle systems [AHR, Theorem 1.3] , [AAV, Lemma 3 .1], [BW, Theorem 1.6 .1], [BB, Proposition 2.1] . While in these papers the symmetry was established just by induction arguments, all these papers have non-trivial asymptotic applications of this property. In this paper we show that these symmetries are particular cases of the well-known involution in the Hecke algebra (Proposition 2.1; this was also independently noticed by P. Galashin). This allows to conclude that all interacting particle systems appearing as random walks on Hecke algebras have this symmetry. We use this symmetry for the asymptotic analysis of the second class particle in the half-line ASEP (Theorems 4.3 and 4.4) and q-TAZRP (Theorem 4.7). The applications of this symmetry first relate two processes on Hecke algebra, and then both processes are projected to (different) smaller representations. It seems very hard to relate these two smaller representations directly, without the use of the full Hecke algebra.
The main goal of this paper is to emphasize the role of random walks on Hecke algebras as a useful concept for the study of interacting particle systems. We hope that many more applications can be obtained with the use of this point of view.
It is clear that such rules can be used for a computation of the product T w 1 T w 2 for any w 1 , w 2 ∈ W ; a non-trivial (but very well-known) part is that the rules are consistent and indeed define an (associative) multiplication.
We assume that q ∈ R. In most of our constructions we will additionally assume that 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. Note that our convention in (2.1) does not correspond to the most standard convention (usually one writes the factor (q − 1) instead of (1 − q) in the second equation); our choice is motivated by probabilistic applications.
Let i ∶ H(W ) → H(W ) be a linear map such that i (T w ) = T w −1 . The following proposition is well-known (and can be straightforwardly proved by induction in l(w) with the use of (2.1)).
Random walks on Hecke algebras. Let us set
It is clear that H prob (W ) is closed under the multiplication and taking convex combinations of its elements. Consider first a general setting. Let H 1 , H 2 , . . . , be an arbitrary random sequence of elements from H prob (W ). We will call the sequence W r ∶= H r H r−1 . . . H 1 a random walk on the Hecke algebra H(W ). Next, consider the decomposition into the linear basis W r = ∑ w∈W κ r (w)T w , and set
The collection of {P r (w)} w∈W is a probability measure on W , and this process is a Markov (in discrete time r) stochastic process. We refer to these processes as random walks on Coxeter groups generated by Hecke algebras. With obvious modifications of notation, one can similarly define continuous time processes W t , P t (w), t ∈ R >0 .
A natural class of examples appears if {H i } are assumed to be independent identically distributed random elements. As a specific example, let H i be a sequence of i.i.d. uniformly random elements from the set {T s } s∈S (recall that we assume that S is finite). A continuous time version of this process would correspond to assigning to any T s an independent Poisson process in R >0 , and applying T s whenever a point arrives from this Poisson process. We call these processes the discrete time ASEP on W and the continuous time ASEP on W , respectively. This is a natural name since in the case W = S n (symmetric group), we will recover the standard multi-species ASEP (see also Section 3.1).
2.3. Mallows measure. Assume that the series ∑ w∈W q −l(w) converges, and denote its sum by Z = Z(W, q). Note that this series converges if W is finite or if q > 1. Define the Mallows measure of W via
Proposition 2.3. The Mallows measure is a reversible stationary measure of any random walk on W generated by its Hecke algebra.
Proof. The detailed balance equation is immediate from the definitions.
For q > 1 the measure is concentrated near the identity, while if q < 1 and W is finite, then the measure concentrated near the longest word. There is a meaningful limit W → ∞, at least in cases when W is the Weyl group of type A ([GO1], [GO2] ) and B ( [K] ).
We will need a more detailed description of a Mallows measure on S n and assume that q ∈ [0; 1). It will be convenient to think about it as a random permutation of a collection of elements with the prescribed linear order on them a 1 < a 2 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < a n . The probability of a permutation a c 1 a c 2 . . . a cn is proportional to q n(n−1) 2−N ({c j }) , where N ({c j }) denotes the number of inversions in the permutation i ↦ c i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, the most probable word is the word a n a n−1 . . . a 1 . Whenever a certain collection of linearly ordered elements is distributed according to this Mallows measure, we will say that this collection is in q-equilibrium.
There is an important sampling algorithm which allows to produce the random permutation of a i 's which is in q-equilibrium. This algorithm is essentially due to Mallows [M] , see e.g. [GO1, Section 3] for a detailed exposition. For m = 1, 2, . . . denote by G q,m the independent truncated geometric random variables with the distribution Prob (G q,m 
The algorithm works as follows: write the word a n a n−1 . . . a 1 (in this specific order), and take the letter which is in the position G q,n from the left (so this is a n−Gq,n+1 on the first step). Denote by ξ 1 this letter and delete it from the initial ordered word. Next, take the letter which is in a position G q,n−1 from the left in the ordered word. When we count positions from left to right, we do not count positions of deleted letters. Denote by ξ 2 the obtained letter, delete it from the word, and continue the procedure. On k-th step we use random variable G q,n−k+1 and choose one of remaining (n − k + 1) letters according to the same rule. This will give us the random permutation ξ 1 ξ 2 . . . ξ n , and the claim is that it is distributed according to the Mallows measure. An important corollary of this algorithm is that ξ 1 depends on G q,n only, which allows to compute its distribution. Analogously, ξ 1 , .., ξ s depend only on the first s steps of this algorithm, which simplifies the computations of their joint distribution. Finally, note that due to the symmetry of the problem one can run the same algorithm for positions not from left to right, but from right to left, which allows, for example, to compute the distribution of ξ n .
In [GO1] the extension of Mallows measures to infinite permutations Z ≥0 → Z ≥0 was obtained. They can be sampled by the similar algorithm (see [GO1, Section 4] ). In fact, the algorithm is even simpler, since the truncated geometric random variables in the construction above are replaced by the standard geometric random variables with parameter q. This can be visible as the limit n → ∞ of the construction above, since G q,n becomes the standard geometric random variable as n → ∞.
Interacting particle systems generated by random walks on Hecke algebras
In Sections 3.1-3.6 W will be the symmetric group S N . In Section 3.7 W will be a hyperoctahedral group. Another important case appears when W is an affine Weyl group. It corresponds to particle processes on a ring, and will be considered elsewhere.
For each process we describe the set of generators of a random walk on a Hecke algebra. This allows to define continuous / discrete time variations of these processes.
3.1. Multi-species ASEP. Consider a multi-species ASEP on H(S n ) defined in Section 2.2 with q ∈ [0; 1]. It is a tautology that the evolution from our definition coincides with the description via update rules in the multi-species ASEP, see e.g. [AAV, Section 2.1], [BB, Section 3] . In probabilistic terms, the resulting dynamics lives on the space consisting of N positions, and contains particles on N types, so for each type there is exactly one particle of this type. The most standard version of ASEP involves only two types, which are referred to as particles and holes, and one often considers the whole Z as the space of positions rather than its finite subset. The number of positions can be made infinite and the number of types can be reduced to two with the help of the next two remarks.
3.2. Remark on an infinite space. While all constructions of this section describe the interacting particle systems on a finite space, they can be extended to the infinite case by the standard argument of Harris ([H1] , [H2] ). Namely, all the processes under discussion on the infinite space at any fixed time with probability 1 are (infinite) collections of processes on a finite space which did not interact with each other, see also [AAV, Proof of Theorem 1.4] , [BB, Proof of Theorem 3.1]. Thus, the results about infinite space processes will follow from the results about finite space versions.
3.3. Remark on the number of types. One can consider the projection of random walks on Hecke algebras to cosets of parabolic subgroups in W . Probabilistically, this means an identification of some of types of particles. In particular, one can recover in such a way the most studied interacting particle systems which contain only two types: particles and holes, and the systems with first class particles, second class particles, and holes.
, and e is an identity element in W = S N . A multiplication by Y s,x corresponds to a stochastic vertex in the multi-color stochastic six vertex model, see [BW, Figure 1.5.8 ].
If one is interested in a rectangular lattice, then the configuration in the rectangle of height 1 will be produced by the element
and in order to obtain an arbitrary rectangle, one needs to consider the multiplication of such elements:
, which defines a configuration of the stochastic six vertex model in the rectangle (b − a + 1) by (k + 1). Note that other arrangement of multiplications will lead to other arrangement of lines of the stochastic six vertex model. Also note that the random walk on Hecke algebra in this case is deterministic. Nevertheless, the random walk on W generated by Hecke algebra is non-trivial and actually more complicated than the continuous time ASEP dynamics.
3.5. ASEP(q,M). In this section we consider a random walk on the Hecke algebra H(S n ) which produces the so called multi-species ASEP(q,M) process. Its single species version was introduced in [CGRS] and the multi-species analog was introduced in [K2] . For this, we will need to introduce certain elements in H(S n ) related to Mallows measures. As before, we fix q ∈ [0; 1).
For integers 1 ≤ a < b ≤ n denote by [a; b] ∶= {j ∈ Z ∶ a ≤ j ≤ b} the interval between a and b, and by S a;b ⊂ S n the subgroup which permutes the elements from [a; b] only.
for any w ∈ S a;b . The multiplication by the element M a;b can be thought of as bringing the existing (random) configuration to q-equilibrium inside the interval [a; b] without changing anything outside of this interval.
Let n = NM, with M, N ∈ Z >0 , and consider the following set of generators of a random walk on the Hecke algebra :
It is convenient to think about configurations arising in this process as consisting of N blocks numbered from left to right, with each block having M particles. Applying the generator element corresponding to x ∈ [1; N − 1], we bring into the q-equilibrium the blocks number x and x + 1, then these blocks interact in one place (the right-most particle from block x interact via T (xM,xM +1) with the left-most particle from the block x + 1), and these blocks are brought into q-equilibrium again. Thus, after applying of at least one of generators a block inside the configuration is in q-equilibrium, and will remain in q-equilibrium during the rest of the dynamics. However, the elements inside it might change due to the interaction between blocks.
This dynamics is equivalent to the multi-species ASEP(q,M) from [CGRS] , [K2] (there the notation is ASEP(q,j), with 2j = M). Indeed, let us consider a single species process. This means that types of particles from 1 to N are split in a monotone way into two types, one for particle and another for holes. Since all blocks participating in the dynamics are in q-equilibrium, we can think of any block as one position which may contain from 0 to M particles. The distribution of these particles inside the block is always independent of the rest of the dynamics. Assume that the block number x has n 1 particles (and M −n 1 holes), and the block number x+1 has n 2 particles (and M −n 2 holes) after such an identification. The action of a generator on these two blocks can lead to the three situations: One particle jumps from left to right, one particle jumps from right to left, or nothing changes. The first scenario happens if the rightmost position in block x is occupied by one of n 1 particles, and the leftmost position in block x + 1 is occupied by one of M − n 2 holes. The sampling algorithm of Mallows measure (see Section 2.3) implies that these probabilities are equal to (1−q n 1 ) (1−q M ) and (1 − q M −n 2 ) (1 − q M ), respectively. Thus, the action of a generator leads to a jump of particle from block x to block x + 1 with probability
(
The probability of a jump from the block x + 1 to x is the product of the probability that the leftmost position in block x + 1 is occupied, the rightmost position in block x is vacant, and the factor q due to the asymmetry of the model. This produces the probability
These probabilities are up to a constant (not depending on n 1 and n 2 ) factor the same as given in [CGRS, Section 3.1] . Similar and a bit more involved computations based on the sampling of Mallows measures allow to show that the rules for the second, third etc. class particles coincide with those from [K2] (another way is to compare with the combinatorial description presented in [K3] ). Note that ASEP(q,M) has several important degenerations. First, obviously, for M = 1 we recover the usual ASEP. For M → ∞ we obtain the q-totally asymmetric zero range process (q-TAZRP). We will use this degeneration in Section 4.2 below. Also, q = 0 case gives rise to the M-exclusion TASEP. The construction from this section supplies the Hecke algebra structure for multi-species versions of these processes as well.
3.6. General M exclusion asymmetric process. The key idea of the construction from the previous section is to use the elements M xM +1;(x+1)M which bring the system to a q-equilibrium inside the blocks. This allows to treat positions inside a block as one position which contains M particles of different types; their respective positions inside the block are governed by the Mallows measure and are independent of the rest of the configuration. One can use the same idea to construct many more processes, in which more than one particle is allowed to jump from one block to another.
Let us fix an arbitrary element Y 1;2M ∈ H (S 1;2M ). For any sh ∈ Z the subalgebra H (S 1;2M ) is naturally isomorphic to the subalgebra H (S sh+1;sh+2M ) via the shift of indices; denote by Y sh+1;sh+2M the image of Y 1;2M under this isomorphism.
Similarly to the previous section, the M factors guarantee that the blocks of size M can be interpreted as one position with at most M particles, while the element Y ((x−1)M +1,(x+1)M ) produces the rules how the neighboring blocks can exchange particles. In particular, if we consider the projection to a single-species process, several particles might be allowed to jump forward or backwards (the specific probabilities are computed with the use of the element Y ((x−1)M +1,(x+1)M ) and algorithms for sampling Mallows measures). This scheme produces a variety of known and new models of multi-species interacting particle systems. Due to the construction, all these models have the type-position symmetry by Proposition 2.1.
3.7.
Half-line case. Recall that the hyperoctahedral group can be viewed as a subgroup of permutations of the set {−N, . . . , , −2, −1, 1, 2, . . . , N} with the special property π(−i) = −π(i), for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N. The general formalism of Section 2 defines the multi-species asymmetric exclusion process on this group. As in the symmetric group case, this process has natural interpretation in terms of interacting particles. Namely, we consider the space of positions {1, 2, . . . , N} which can be occupied by particles of types {−N, . . . , −1, 1, . . . , N}; however, types i and (−i) cannot be present in the system simultaneously. The multiplication by basis elements T s , s ∈ S, results in the following interaction rules: In the "bulk", for positions (n, n + 1), n ≥ 1, the rules are the same as for the multi-species ASEP from Section 3.1. At boundary position 1, the type of particle can change sign (with probabilities coming from the multiplication in the Hecke algebra).
Thus, ASEP for the hyperoctahedral group produces multi-species ASEP with a boundary, and also produces natural rules for injecting / deleting various types of particles at the boundary. By projecting this process to parabolic subgroups, we obtain the rules for single-species / several species processes with the boundary.
Remark 3.1. For simplicity, we used only one asymmetry parameter q in (2.1). However, Hecke algebras might have more asymmetry parameters; in particular, for BC root systems they have two asymmetry parameters q 1 and q 2 , one of them corresponds to the asymmetry in the bulk, and another one -at the boundary. The random walks on such Hecke algebras correspond to interacting particle systems in the same way. It seems that a particularly natural case from the probabilistic point of view will be to set to 0 the boundary asymmetry parameter, while keeping the bulk asymmetry parameter general. This leads to simpler rules for injection of particles at the boundary while still preserving the general ASEP (rather than TASEP) dynamics at the bulk.
Asymptotic applications
4.1. Second class particle in the semi-infinite ASEP. In this section we consider the semi-infinite ASEP on Z ≥1 with a source which inject or delete particles from 1. Let us start with a process which involves only one class of particles (and holes). This is a continuous time process with empty initial configuration. In the bulk particles jump to the right with rate 1 and jump to the left with rate q. At the boundary position 1 they are injected with rate α ∈ R >0 and deleted with rate qα. All of these jumps are subject to the exclusion rule. Let η t (x) be a configuration at time t ∈ R ≥0 . Liggett [L] proved the following description of these dynamics.
Theorem 4.1. As t → ∞, the dynamics converges to the stationary measure on Z ≥1 , where the convergence is in the sense of finite dimensional distributions. For α ≤ 1 2 the limiting stationary measure is the product Bernoulli measure with parameter α. For α > 1 2, the limiting stationary measure is denoted by µ α 1 2 and has a more complicated structure; however, asymptotically ("in the bulk") it becomes the product Bernoulli measure with parameter 1/2.
With the use of the matrix product ansatz, Grosskinsky [G] described the correlation functions of µ α 1 2 in the totally asymmetric case q = 0. Theorem 4.2. Assume that q = 0. For z ∈ Z ≥2 we have the following expressions for the probability to find a particle in a given position:
Moreover, one has
As noted in [G] , it is possible to see that ρ(z) → 1 2 as z → ∞, which allows to recover the Liggett's description.
Let q = 0, and consider now TASEP on a half-line with two types of particles (and one type of holes). As an initial configuration, set η(1) = η(2) = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = η(k − 1) = 1, η(k) = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = η(l −1) = +∞, η(l) = 2 (1 stands for the first class particles, 2 stands for the second class particles, and +∞ stands for holes), and the rest of positions is filled by holes as well. Next, the interaction of particles happen as in the usual TASEP, and we have special rules for the boundary: namely, we postulate that if position 1 contains the second class particle or a hole, then the first class particle can be injected into 1, and the second class particle (or a hole) disappears from the system. Note that only first class particles can be injected, so while the second class particle is initially in the system, it can disappear. We will be interested in the probability that this happens.
Theorem 4.3. For TASEP on an infinite half-line with a source, in the notations and assumptions above, the probability that the second class particle exits the system is equal to
and it is equal to α l−k+1 , if α ≤ 1 2.
Proof. Consider a homogeneous continuous time multi-species ASEP on the hyperoctahedral group B N as defined in Section 3.7. As an initial element let us take the permutation (l − 1, l)(l − 2, l − 1) . . . (k, k + 1), which satisfies π(k) = l, π(i) = i − 1, for k + 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and π(i) = i for all other i ∈ Z ≥1 . Let π hT ASEP t be the random element after time t reached by the random walk. By regarding all elements ≤ k − 1 as the first class particles, k as the second class particle, and elements > k as holes, we obtain that the quantity in question is equal to lim t→∞ Prob (π t (k) < 0) .
By applying Proposition 2.1 we obtain that this limit is equal to
where the configurationπ t is constructed as a result of the two step procedure: First, we run the (homogeneous continuous time) multi-species ASEP on B N for time t, and then do updates in (l −1, l), (l −2, l −1), ..., (k, k +1) (in this order). If we will consider elements < 0 as particles, and the elements > 0 as holes, we obtain that π −1 t (k) < 0 if and only if all positions from k to l are filled by particles after the continuous time process and before the discrete updates. Applying Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we obtain the statement.
Let us now discuss the model for a general q ∈ [0; 1). Since the source has nontrivial asymmetry, one needs to introduce the opportunity for the second class particle to jump back into the system. It is natural to do this in the following way: assume that we have two special particles -the second class particle and the third class particle. Exactly one of them is in the system at any time. Inside the bulk the particles interact as in ASEP. At the boundary, if the second class particle is in position 1, then it is replaced by the third class particle with rate αq, while if the third class particle is at position 1, then it is replaced by the second class particle with rate α. Similarly, the first class particle at 1 is replaced by a hole with rate αq and the hole at 1 is replaced by the first class particle with rate α.
With such definitions, the second class particle can exit the system and then enter again. We will be interested in probability that the second class is in the system after large time t. We will assume that α ≤ 1 2, because the detailed information (comparable with Theorem 4.2) about µ α 1 2 is not known for q ≠ 0 case. Theorem 4.4. Consider open ASEP with the assumptions above and the initial configuration η 0 (1) = η(2) = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = η(k − 1) = 1, η(k) = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = η(l − 1) = +∞, η(l) = 2, and the rest of positions is filled by holes as well. Let p t be the probability that the second class particle is in the system after time t. Then we have
Remark 4.5. Recall that we consider α ≤ 1 2 case only. When q = 0 we recover the statement from Theorem 4.4.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.4 up to the point of obtaining equation (4.1), and a new part is to compute the probability that the position k is filled by a particle in the reversed time process (so the discrete updates are at the end). Theorem 4.1 implies that before the discrete updates we obtain the Bernoulli product measure in the limit t → ∞ with parameter α. Then we apply to it the updates: first at positions (l − 1, l), next (l − 2, l − 1), ...., finally at (k, k + 1). One shows by an induction argument in m = 1, 2, . . . that the probability to have a particle at position (l −m) after updates from (l −1, l) to (l −m, l −m+1) is α (α + (1 − α)q) m . This implies the result. 4.2. Second class particle in qTAZRP. In this section we will consider q-totally asymmetric zero range process (qTAZRP). It was introduced by Sasamoto-Wadati [SW] . An equivalent process q-TASEP was obtained by Borodin-Corwin [BC] in the framework of dynamics on Macdonald processes. We will consider the following space of configurations for this process: Let Z ≥−1 be the set of positions. In each nonnegative position one has finite amount of particles, and at (−1) one has infinitely many particles. We will allow at most one second class particle in the configuration, and it must be in a non-negative position; in particular, this means that all particles at (−1) are first class particles. If a certain position contains l first class particles, then with rate (1 − q l ) one of these particles jump one position to the right. The rule for the unique second class particle is a bit more complicated -if it is in a position with l first class particles, then it jumps one position to the right with rate q l (1 − q). The jumps from (−1) to 0 happen with rate 1, which corresponds to the case l = ∞ in these rules.
Let us start with describing known results about the evolution of the system with first class particles only. We would need to introduce some notation. For α ∈ [0; 1) set
Note that κ(α) is a strictly increasing function with κ(0) = 1 (1 − q) and κ(1) = +∞, so the inverse function α = α(κ) is well-defined. The following theorem is a hydrodynamical limit for the step initial conditions which follows from general results of [AV] , with a description of the limit density through the entropic solution to Burgers equation. The explicit limiting density in our case was computed in Ferrari-Veto [FV] .
Theorem 4.6. Consider qTAZRP with an initial configuration in which all nonnegative positions are empty. Let X N (t) be the number of particles in position N after time t. Then we have lim N →∞ Prob (X N (κN) = l) = (α; q) ∞ α l (q; q) l , l ∈ Z ≥0 , and the random variables {X N +s (κN)} m s=0 are asymptotically independent and identically distributed for any fixed m ∈ Z ≥1 .
Let us now study the qTAZRP with one second class particle, and describe the behavior of this particle. Remark 4.8. Since α = α(κ) is a well-defined function, this theorem gives the limiting distribution for the scaled position of the second class particle. In particular, its support is [0; (1 − q)].
Proof. We consider the random walk on Hecke algebras which generate qTAZRP/ASEP (q,M), see Section 3.5. Applying Proposition 2.1, we obtain Prob (h(t) ≥ xM) = Prob (π t (xM) ≤ 0) , whereπ t is the configuration obtained as a result of the continuous time qTAZRP up to time t and doing discrete updates first at ((x − s)M, (x − s)M + 1), next in ((x − s)M + 1, (x − s)M + 2), ..., finally at (xM − 1, xM). Sending M to infinity, applying Theorem 4.6 and performing an analysis of arising cases related to discrete updates, we arrive at the statement of the theorem.
